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Preface 

For questions or comments on the content presented here, please contact Bill Van Amburg, 
Senior Vice President (bvanamburg@calstart.org) or Whitney Pitkanen, Project Manager 
(wpitkanen@calstart.org).   Funding support provided for this research by the U.S. Army Tank 
Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC) and the National 
Automotive Center (NAC) via the Hybrid Truck Users Forum (HTUF) program, and by the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) and California Energy Commission (CEC) via the Hybrid 
Truck and Bus Voucher Inventive Project (HVIP).  For questions regarding CALSTART’s role in 
accelerating the transition toward cleaner, more efficient truck technologies, please contact the 
report authors or visit our website at www.calstart.org. 
 
© 2012 CALSTART 
 

CALSTART is a non-profit organization that works with the public and private sectors to develop 
advanced transportation technologies and foster companies that will help clean the air, lessen 
our dependence on foreign oil, reduce global warming, and create jobs.   
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1.      Executive Summary  
 

1.1  Key Findings  
 
This report highlights the key findings and recommendations of CALSTART’s E-Truck Task Force 
(E-TTF).  These recommendations represent important actions needed to support and expand 
the production and use of electric and plug-in trucks and buses.  CALSTART developed these 
recommendations via a multi-month research and industry engagement process, beginning 
with an issues-identification survey of first-mover truck fleet users, manufacturers, and 
suppliers in order to better understand the primary barriers and needs of the North American 
E-truck market.  Following the scoping survey, CALSTART worked with a multi-disciplinary Task 
Force of more than 125 industry and vehicle user representatives to further define the issues 
identified, conduct additional research and then, from this data, craft and refine the 
recommendations contained herein. 

 
It is important to note that the E-TTF found that E-trucks 
can achieve payback and satisfy fleet user needs even in 
the early market if the trucks are placed in applications 
that provide high daily petroleum offset (either in mileage 
or energy use) and can maintain high utilization rates.  
Initial vehicle cost and daily energy use are the two biggest 
business case factors.  To be successful, however, fleet 
users also need to avoid unexpectedly high initial 
infrastructure costs and electricity demand charges 
through careful advance deployment planning and through 
securing strong service and support commitments from 
manufacturers.   

 
Over the next five years the cost of E-trucks is expected to drop 11-20 percent due to 
manufacturing improvements and energy storage price reductions, though targeted incentive 
funding and full life cycle purchase evaluations will still be critical to their near term success.  
Additionally, based on standard and expected use profiles for E-trucks identified by E-TTF, 
battery life expectations should be extended to 8-10 years, further improving the business case.  
Going forward, the establishment of a formal commercial vehicle charging rate is important, as 
are performance-based purchase incentives, battery lease or extended battery warranty 
options, and dealer and service networks more closely staged to vehicle deployments.   
 

E-trucks can achieve payback 
and satisfy fleet user needs 

even in the early market if the 
trucks are placed in 

applications that provide high 
daily petroleum offset (either 

in mileage or energy use)… 
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The success of the E-truck market will depend on how well it overcomes the following key 
technology and market barriers to adoption.  In summary, the E-TTF Key Findings fall into four 
major categories: 
 

 
E-TTF Key Findings 

 
 Cost:   

Incremental cost is the biggest barrier to E-truck purchase/production, but costs do 
show decline over time; incentive funding is needed in the transition period to cover 
50% or more of incremental cost 
 

 Quality and Support: 
Vehicle quality, warranty, and support are barriers to faster adoption and need to be 
improved 
 

 Performance Validation and Business Case: 
Fleets need better performance data on E-trucks in real-world usage to validate the 
reliability and business case of the vehicles, including guidance on best use profiles for 
their operation and payback 
 

 Infrastructure Needs: 
Infrastructure cost and planning complications are a surprise to fleets and are  
important next tier issues needing resolution 
 

 
To address these findings, this report discusses these four categories in greater detail.  It then 
reviews strategies to address the challenges raised and makes specific recommendations for 
corrective actions.   
 
This report also outlines the best use profiles for successful deployment of E-trucks, targeting 
return-to-base, fixed route, centrally-refueled urban/suburban fleet applications.  It describes 
the “sweet spot” needed in daily mileage (70-100 miles) or energy use in these vehicles to 
achieve payback, and illustrates via an interactive Business Case Calculator that this daily 
petroleum offset represents the biggest and most important variable in the E-truck business 
case, in addition to purchase price.  It also explores user data on early experience with E-trucks 
and the quality concerns that need to be addressed.  Based on research with industry, it 
provides fleets with best practices regarding battery life in given generalized duty cycles, and 
estimates the costs of future battery replacements.  It explains the infrastructure needs of E-
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trucks that are different from passenger cars, and the potential barriers they represent to 
deployment of these vehicles.  It also shares a fleet Infrastructure Planning Guide for avoiding 
the biggest and most costly challenges.  Finally, it outlines the core recommendations of actions 
required to speed market success. 

 
1.2 Top-Level Recommendations  
 
Based on the key findings of the survey and a detailed discussion of fleet needs, the Task Force 
developed a set of action-oriented recommendations for overcoming each identified barrier in 
the E-truck commercialization process.  The top-level recommendations are briefly outlined 
below and detailed further in the report.   
 

 Minimize costs:   
 

1. Call on the vehicle and battery industry to institute a battery leasing model for E-
trucks and/or a greatly extended battery warranty 

2. Maintain or increase R&D and demonstration of hybrid and electric technology 
for trucks with a focus on reduced system design and manufacturing costs 

3. Seek support incentives – ideally purchase vouchers – for roughly half of E-truck 
incremental costs 

 
 Improve vehicle quality / support: 

 
1. Call on vehicle and battery industry to directly link sales expansion to 

establishment of a satisfactory support and parts network 
2. Call on vehicle manufacturers to increase quality control checks before delivery 
3. Encourage fleets to require service turn-around minimums before agreeing to 

purchase 
 

 Provide better performance validation data and business case information 
 

1. Create and circulate a general business case calculator/guide to help fleets 
assess best applications for vehicle use  

 Action taken: Calculator created and included with this report 
2. Create a clearinghouse for fleet in-use data sharing on E-trucks 
3. Create joint info/data documents and tools highlighting best use profiles, agree 

to common use profiles to aid business case planning and agree to their use 
across the E-truck industry 
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 Provide information on charging infrastructure requirements and costs 
 

1. Create and circulate a general infrastructure installation and planning guide  
 Action taken: Guide created and included with this report 

2. Work to create a commercial EV charging rate 
3. Eliminate or reduce demand charge for commercial EV charging (if timed to 

protect the grid) 
4. Create incentives to offset infrastructure costs that are provided together with 

vehicle incentives (ideally provided via voucher or similar structure)   
 

The three-fold objective of this report is to (i) discuss each key finding in detail, (ii) suggest ways 
to address each finding, and then (iii) make specific recommendations for action. 
 

2.  Introduction and Background 
 

Electric trucks represent a valuable first use of electric drive technology but are too often 
overshadowed by passenger cars.  While medium and heavy‐duty commercial trucks account 
for only 4% of the cars and trucks on the road in the United States, they consume over 20% of 
the gasoline and diesel used by all U.S. vehicles1.   Recently, several commercial truck OEM’s in 
the U.S. have partnered with suppliers to bring to market small quantities of plug-in and 
battery-electric trucks or “E-trucks.”  E-trucks are a viable alternative for many commercial 
vehicle applications because they can meet many urban/suburban duty cycle requirements 
while using zero petroleum and receiving all of their power from off-vehicle sources such as the 
electrical grid or solar power systems.   The energy is then stored on the vehicle in batteries in 
the form of an electric charge which provides all the energy for the motors2. Depending on the 
weight they are carrying and their energy storage capacity, current E-truck models can 
generally cover between 50 miles to 100 miles per charge.  
 
 

 
 

2.1    Primary Issues and Desired Outcomes 
 
In early 2011, CALSTART formed the E-Truck Task Force (E-TTF or “Task Force”) due to the 
recent promising emergence of this industry sector, its potentially large benefits, and the 
focused efforts needed to assist this segment’s growth and maturation.  The desired outcome 
of the E-TTF is to speed and support effective E-truck production and use.  In the short term, 
the Task Force has specifically identified and defined the key issues that need targeting and 

                                                           
1
  Delivering Jobs:  The Economic Costs and Benefits of Improving the Fuel Economy of Heavy-Duty Vehicles (2010);   Union of 

Concerned Scientists and CALSTART. 
2
 Some variants are exploring range extender systems to create electricity, such as turbines or small fuel cells. 
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developed this set of preliminary findings and recommendations.  Going forward, the E-TTF will 
work to implement these recommendations with industry and public partners. 
 
Based on CALSTART’s industry experience and conversations with key users and manufacturers 
in this sector, it has become increasingly evident that there are some significant unknowns that 
may slow or inhibit future market growth of E-trucks unless targeted and addressed.  The top 
issues include:  
 

 Applicability of the technology (where to deploy)  

 Financial payback and business case for the vehicles  

 Expected improvements to the business case based on manufacturing improvements   

 Future expected price reductions 

 Validation of performance 
 
The Task Force has taken on several of these issues to understand the challenges and 
opportunities with the goal of optimally positioning the industry for maximum long‐term 
success.   Some of the first efforts of the Task Force have included the following actions: 
 

 Identify key market and technology barriers 

 Identify fleet user needs 

 Identify and quantify industry development and production needs 

 Quantify benefits and better validate business case 

 Identify fueling/charging issues and needs 

 Highlight best duty cycles, ways to deploy vehicles, and cases for success 

 Collect and report current validated data on performance 

 Collect and outline expected price points for future volumes 

 Recommend action steps to address key barriers identified 
 

2.1    Task Force Process 
 
The CALSTART project team recruited the members of the E-TTF from two primary groups: (1) 
early adopters and interested fleet users, and (2) early E-truck manufacturers and suppliers. 
These groups further self-identified their interest by responding to CALSTART’s “E-Truck User 
and Industry Survey” distributed on April 12, 2011.  Therefore, this report is not intended to 
serve as a comprehensive “survey” of all possible users and industry, but rather is a targeted 
compilation of the valuable knowledge and experience of those who have first entered the 
market to produce or use E-trucks.   
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After collecting and analyzing the scoping survey results, the CALSTART project team brought 
the interested parties together for the inaugural Task Force meeting on June 9, 2011.  More 
than 125 respondents signed up to take part in the Task Force via the online survey, and 72 
registered for the first meeting.   During this meeting, CALSTART reviewed the initial findings 
from the survey and identified, with the Task Force members, the topics upon which the Task 
Force would focus and the areas needing additional research and data.  At the first meeting, it 
became apparent that the two groups – fleets and suppliers/manufacturers – face some very 
different issues. The Task Force therefore was split operationally into two groups with a parallel 
two-track meeting schedule to assist each group with developing data on their specific needs.   
 
To date, the Industry Group consists of 102 members representing OEM’s, supplier companies, 
government agencies, and academic organizations (see Appendix 5.1 for a list of participating 
companies and fleets).  The Group has met on the following three dates via web-based 
meetings and conference calls, with email dialogue and research between meetings:   

 July 14, 2011 

 August 4, 2011 

 September 8, 2011 
 

Currently, the Fleet Group consists of 37 public and private fleets and has met on the following 
three dates, also with email dialogue and research in the interim:   

 June 30, 2011 

 July 21, 2011 

 August 23, 2011 
 

 
 

 
The two groups then met by webinar on September 21, 2011 to review all the findings and the 
draft recommendations from the Task Force work.  The goal of the two groups was to 
individually identify key areas of needed action, and then develop joint industry approaches to 
address barriers and work collaboratively to help move the industry forward.  The Task Force 
attempted to use existing data wherever possible, but found that the E-truck arena is still 
emerging, and much real-world experience and data remains scarce.  Additionally, the Task 
Force actively chose not to duplicate work already established or underway by other groups, 
unless member feedback showed a need for a revised or new approach.  The development of a  
Business Case Calculator and a Fleet Infrastructure Planning Guide are two examples where 
existing tools were deemed insufficient. 
 
Based on these meetings and research, the full draft recommendations were presented to a 
broader cross-section of the industry for review during a special E-TTF Workshop at the 
National HTUF 2011 Conference on October 10-13, 2011 in Baltimore, Maryland.  Final 
feedback and research stemming from that workshop has been incorporated into this report. 
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3.   Key Findings and Recommendations 
 

The first phase of the E-TTF effort involved secondary research designed to increase the 
CALSTART team’s understanding of industry dynamics, market evolution, and opportunities for 
E-trucks in the U.S. market.  The research began with an “E-Truck User and Industry Survey” 
which was designed to identify key opportunities, barriers and actions that are needed to speed 
the effective development and deployment of electric and zero-emission trucks.  Responses 
were received from 200 fleets and industry representatives.  Nearly 30% of survey respondents 
were fleet users (representing a range of uses from Class 3 to 8) 3, 14% were vehicle 
manufacturers, and 26% were suppliers.  The remaining percentage included industry analysts, 
researchers and regulators. 
 
The survey results clearly indicated that several factors are currently limiting the rate of E- truck 
adoption.  Figure 1 ranks the primary barriers to E-truck purchase and deployment, as 
described by the survey respondents from both fleet and industry.4  The question was designed 
to be open-ended to encourage respondents to develop their own answers and explain their  
responses in their own terminology.  While vehicle cost is unmistakably the key component of 

                                                           
3
 It should be noted that the online survey data is influenced by the types of fleets that responded.  The segment that chose to 

take the survey may not be representative of the entire fleet universe. However, the fleets that took the survey are more likely 
interested in E-trucks in the first place and therefore fairly represent the needs of first movers/purchasers who are the key 
influencers in the early market.    
4
 Percentages shown in Figure 1 indicate the percentage of survey respondents who cited each factor as a barrier. 

Key Purchase Barriers:  Fleet and Industry Survey Responses 
 

Figure 1:  Percentages of Fleet and Industry Survey Responses - Key Purchase Barriers  

1. Incremental Cost – 43% 
 
2. Operational Reliability – 20% 

• Range limitations 
• Horse power  
• Loss of payload  
 

3. Difficulty in assessing baseline, payback and total lifecycle cost  – 14% 
• Battery life and replacement cost 
• Unproven technology concerns 
 

4. Charging Infrastructure  – 13% 
• Lack of infrastructure 
• Cost 
• Speed of charging  
 

5. Lack of product availability and education on products – 10% 
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the E-truck business case and purchase decision, other important components include vehicle 
utilization, battery replacement, and infrastructure cost. 
 
Figure 2 below presents a visual depiction of a similar question regarding barriers to 
deployment and use, wherein respondents were asked to rank the importance of a given set of 
barriers.  While purchase price still ranks as the number one barrier, there were several barriers 
that seemed to rank higher for fleets than for manufacturers and suppliers.  Fleets determined 
that range limitations, battery replacement costs, infrastructure availability/location, and 
infrastructure costs were “important” to “very important” barriers when choosing to purchase 
E-trucks.  This concern with infrastructure and vehicle reliability was also borne out in 
responses to other survey questions.  In fact, demonstration of reliability (equal or better than 
baseline trucks) ranked first when survey respondents were asked the overarching question, 
“What is most needed to spur E-truck manufacturing, sales, and purchase?” 
 

 
 
 
 

Range limitations

Purchase price

Battery replacement costs

Infrastructure costs

Infrastructure availability/location

User/driver acceptance

Resale value uncertainty

Lack of understanding of business…

Concern over reality of technology

Please rate the importance of each of the following barriers to 
wider deployment and use of E-Trucks.  

Vehicle fleet user

System or component
supplier

Vehicle manufacturer

Rating Average

Unimportant Slightly 
Important  

Important Very 
Important 

Critical 

Figure 2:  Fleet and Industry Survey Responses – Relative Importance of E-Truck Market Barriers by Sector   
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Cover full incremental cost

Cover ¾ (75%) incremental cost

Cover ½ (50%) incremental cost

Cover ¼ (25%) incremental cost

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

What level of incentive funding do you feel is needed to 
support E-Truck purchase? 

The following sections discuss each of these identified barriers, along with Task Force 
recommendations for overcoming them.   
 

3.1 Cost  
 

 Incremental cost is the biggest barrier to E-truck purchase/production, but costs do 
show decline over time; incentive funding is needed in the transition period to cover 
50% or more of incremental cost. 
 

Currently, E-trucks cost considerably more than comparable gasoline- or diesel-powered trucks.  
The survey results indicate that this elevated purchase price is clearly the biggest perceived 
barrier to large scale E-truck adoption.   
 
In response to this concern, most survey respondents felt that incentive funding was currently 
required to cover at least 50% or more of the incremental cost in order to spur E-truck purchase 
(see Figure 3 below).  Eighty-four percent of respondents replied that an incentive of between 
50 percent and 100 percent of incremental cost was required.  However, respondents also 
indicated that they believe that costs would decline over time, thereby potentially reducing the 
need for continued or increased incentives (see Figure 4 below).   It is likely, though, that a cost 
decrease alone may not be fully sufficient to make the business case.   

 Figure 3:  Fleet and Industry Survey Responses – Desired Level of Incentive Funding  
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Since batteries are usually the most expensive component of E-trucks, they make sense as a 
target for cost reduction.  E-TTF members identified a number of different approaches to deal 
with high battery costs.   
 
Battery leasing was identified by several E-TTF fleets as one of the key ways to reduce capital 
cost and minimize operational risk, which could speed market uptake of E-trucks.5  It should be 
noted, however, that fleets were not universal in their interest in battery leasing – indeed, 
several of the largest fleets were not.  Several of the medium-sized and municipal fleets were 
proponents.  A key issue limiting battery leasing is the unknown residual value of these 
batteries.  To overcome this barrier, the industry needs a greater amount of field data on 
battery life cycles in normal use, and on the residual value for both the batteries and the 
vehicles.   
 

                                                           
5
 This model is being used in Europe by Renault as the approach to sell their electric vehicles: the vehicle will be sold or leased, 

and the battery provided as a separate lease, helping lower the upfront vehicle cost significantly.    

 

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Prices in 2015 Prices in 2020

Will prices for E-Trucks (or their components) be reduced in the 
near term?                                                                                         

Please indicate your expectations for E-Truck prices in 2015 and 2020 compared 
with today's 

60+% lower

51-60% lower

41-50% lower

31-40% lower

21-30% lower

11-20% lower

11-20% lower  

21-30% lower  
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Several E-TTF members noted that the central challenge of the battery leasing model lies in 
clever OEM, battery, and financing solutions.   One member noted that separate financing 
entities will enter the market as long as battery conditions can be monitored. One example of 
this might be a financing entity that monitors battery use, aging, and charging and uses this 
information to charge a customer for the use of the battery as a fuel source.  Leasing models 
are well understood with established vehicles with known price curves and values, and 
therefore a challenge for E-trucks.  Some fleets are interested in being involved in the 
aftermarket for batteries.  However, leasing may be good for smaller fleets that do not plan to 
be as deeply involved in potential future battery applications.    
 
A low cost extended warranty on batteries could also provide longer term certainty about 
operations and maintenance costs, thereby affording the fleets a degree of comfort.  Most E-
TTF fleets noted that the average battery warranty length is 3 to 5 years.  Typically, additional 
years may be purchased, though many fleets don’t have the funds for the extension.  This 
impacts the business case calculation drastically in some cases, as some fleets assume that 
battery replacement must take place as the end of warranty (E-TTF findings showed that 
batteries should last 8-10 years in standard E-truck applications; see section 3.3.2).  One fleet 
suggested a preferred warranty period of 8 years for light duty vehicles and 10 years for heavy 
duty trucks.  In response, industry members cautioned that some applications will allow for 
longer warranties than others.  To consider extending warranties, battery manufacturers need 
a better understanding from fleets on the key performance parameters for the various 
applications, including information about duty cycles, the temperature gradient in the 
geographical area of operation, the rate of discharge, the number of discharge cycles, the time 
in operation vs. time in storage, and the charging methods.   
 
“Right-sizing” the battery for the application could also reduce upfront costs.   In this scenario, 
the battery would be customized to the well-defined needs of the particular duty cycle of the 
vehicle, and would be no bigger than those needs required.  This would also reduce the weight 
of the vehicle and allow for more payload capacity.  But because a smaller battery often 
requires more frequent, deeper discharges, suppliers advised that battery life could be curtailed 
since there is a correlation between depth of discharge on the battery and the number of 
charge and discharge cycles it can perform.   There is likely a trade-off point on the business 
case between reduced battery cost and reduced life.   
 
Looking beyond just the battery,  improved engineering and production design of both the 
components and the vehicles could minimize the purchase price and reduce total system costs, 
as could expanded volumes and supply chains.  The pooling of purchase orders through high 
volume purchase cooperatives is another solution.  Cooperative purchasing can save significant 
time and money in contract production, and can lower prices through the power of aggregation 
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E-TTF Recommendations:  Minimize Costs 

1. Call on vehicle and battery industry to institute battery leasing model for E-trucks, and/or greatly 

extend battery warranties to reduce risk and improve business case 

 

2. Maintain or increase R&D and demonstration of hybrid and electric technology for trucks with focus 

on reduced system costs 

 

3. Seek support incentives – ideally purchase vouchers – for roughly half or more of E-truck incremental 

costs 

and economies of scale.  A cooperative is formed when the parties identify common vehicle 
performance requirements and sign a written agreement to cooperate on a bulk purchase. 

3.2 Quality and Support  
 

 Vehicle quality, warranty, and support are barriers to faster adoption and need to be 
improved 

Another key signal from fleets is that they need greatly increased service and support from 
vehicle manufacturers.  Currently, the perceived lack of support from OEM’s is serving as a 
deployment barrier.  High vehicle failure rates coupled with slow parts and service support 
means fleets are hindered by non-operational vehicles for longer than anticipated times.  Figure 
5 below shows that fleet survey respondents ranked reliability and quality as “very important” 
to “critically important” issues that need attention from a user perspective.  Warranty and 
service support ranked close behind.    

During the Task Force meetings, the fleets were asked to further articulate their concerns about 
OEM support, and they responded as follows: 

 Local dealer, local support staff, local parts storage 

The fleets perceive there is little local support for E-trucks and there are some high initial 
vehicle failure and reliability rates.  While manufacturers have been generally very responsive 
to problems, local and regional support needs improvement, as does training for fleet 
technicians.  The service network is not sufficiently built out, and parts are not in local supply.   
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Reliability

Vehicle integration/manufacturing

Quality

Guidance on best uses/placement of trucks

Training drivers/users

Infrastructure cost

Infrastructure installation

Warranty/Service/Support

Education-info about business case/value

What about E-Trucks needs the most attention/improvement 
from a user perspective? Please rate the importance of each of 

the following. 

Unimportant Slightly 
Important

nt  

Critical Important Very 
Important 

 

 

• Factory testing before sending vehicle out  
 

Early vehicles have had very low reliability and availability. The fleets expect to encounter 
issues with new technologies, but the number of units that are failing seems to indicate that  
initial quality control may be low and manufacturers are not doing due diligence on the 
vehicles, although they have been quick to respond to problems.     
 
OEM’s could address these concerns by expanding their dealer or support network, or by 
limiting their sales areas to regions that they could adequately support.  One E-TTF 
manufacturer noted that many truck/bus manufacturers have their product delivered to a local 
dealer with service and parts ability.  The dealer performs a pre-delivery inspection and also 
provides local repair and local parts inventory. However, not all E-truck makers deliver vehicles 
in this way.   

 

Figure 5: Fleet Survey Responses – Relative Importance of Fleet Concerns  
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E-TTF Recommendations: Improve Quality / Support 

1. Call on vehicle and battery industry to link sales expansion to adequate support and parts 

network 

 

2. Call on vehicle manufacturers to increase quality control checks before delivery 

 

3. Encourage fleets to require service turn-around minimums before purchase 

 

Additional solutions could include shipping critical parts to regions where trucks are deployed 
to speed same day service/repair, instituting more rigid quality checks before vehicles leave the 
manufacturing facility, and requiring secondary inspection at the dealer source.  

3.3 Performance Validation and Business Case   

 Fleets need better performance data on E-trucks in real-world usage to validate the 
reliability and business case of the vehicles, including guidance on best use profiles for 
their operation and payback 

Fleets have indicated they’d like to see improved, in-use operation data of E-trucks from 
manufacturers.  Fleets were surveyed about the performance data they need to help them 
make purchase decisions or expand purchase decisions.  They were also asked about the 
common vehicle performance parameters that they desire.   In broad terms, they need data on 
the following parameters (ranked in order of importance): (1) vehicle reliability, (2) range, (3) 
battery life/ replacement time and cost, (4) maintenance requirements and cost, (5) energy 
use, and (6) infrastructure costs.   
 
While the top-level survey results show that the fleets value reliability/uptime and vehicle 
range/charge as the top two factors that would encourage them to expand their purchase 
decisions, an interesting split on desired range appeared when the data was analyzed more  
deeply.  Approximately half of the fleets want to put vehicles in applications where they can 
stretch the mileage, while the other half (mainly municipal fleets) want less mileage and 
therefore a smaller battery pack and a less expensive vehicle.  The desire for a shorter range 
option likely represents a need to cut the entire capital cost of the system, not just the battery 
pack.   Infrastructure costs are still generally important to all, but performance and field 
operation data on vehicle reliability is most highly valued in the early market.   
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Figure 6:  Preliminary ‘Best Use Profiles’ / Duty Cycles for E-trucks 

Preliminary ‘Best Use Profiles’ / Duty Cycles for E-trucks 
 
1. Fixed route applications   

• Stop and go 
• Localized, dedicated routes 
• Short haul 
• Limited range 
• ‘Spoke and hub’ 
• Urban Delivery, Refuse, Mail trucks, Transit Buses 

2. Facility vehicles  
• Airports, seaports, railyards, military bases, parks, resorts 
• Warehouse support and maintenance 
• Cargo handling 

3. High idle, work site applications 
• Aerial devices 
• Utility Vehicles 
• PTO 

 

3.3.1. Vehicle Placement and Use 
 
Performance data is critical to a fleet manager when determining the business case for E-trucks.   
In simple terms, a business case analysis helps a manager decide whether an E-truck is of 
economic value to his/her business and achievable compared to the relative merits of 
alternative technologies.  The primary issue of the E-truck business case is generally not 
whether it can do the duty, but whether it will pay back its incremental cost while doing that  
duty.  In the near term, with vehicles costs high, that means focusing on those ‘best use 
profiles’ that give the greatest pay-back opportunities (see Figure 6).  In most cases, the way a  
 
 

truck is used and the way it is driven are dependent on its end-use application. As a result, 
whether a truck is a good candidate for using an electric drivetrain depends much more on its 
end-use application than its size or chassis style.    
 
Based on E-TTF findings, the value proposition for E-trucks is overwhelmingly based on three 
variables: maximizing fuel displacement, reducing purchase price, and minimizing infrastructure 
installation costs.   Both the industry and fleet members of the Task Force have indicated that 
fuel savings is the most important component of the E-truck business case, in addition to 
reducing the incremental cost (see Figure 7).  The savings in using less expensive electricity, and 
off-setting as much petroleum fuel use as possible, is what pays for the truck.  In terms of fuel  
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displacement, the E-TTF business case model data show that a truck needs to be driven the 
maximum number of miles possible (or make the maximum use of energy) to get sufficient 
payback.   In order to maximize fuel savings, E-TTF identified that 70-100 miles/day (or its 
equivalent energy use) appears to be an initial “sweet spot” for payback.  The more days per 
week of such driving, the better - indicating that circulator shuttles and other seven day per 
week applications show promise.  In most applications, short driving range simply does not off-
set sufficient fuel to pay for itself.  However, some trucks, especially those in municipal 
applications like refuse collection, operate for only 20 miles or less per day but they will 
displace 28-45 diesel gallons per day.  In that case, the value proposition should be phrased in 
terms of fuel displacement, or gallons per day, rather than miles per day.   
 
Other costs that could feed into business case include increased tire costs due to higher torque 
and battery weight.  An interesting addition to the ‘benefit’ side of the business case 
proposition is the ability of E-trucks to operate outside of traditional business hours in 
residential neighborhoods (due to their quiet operation), and generally provide more flexibility 
of time and thus faster operation, which can result in huge benefits and cost savings or revenue 
gains.    

Fuel cost and savings

Maintenance savings

Emissions reductions/zero
emissions

Petroleum reduction/energy
security

Corporate responsibility

Carbon reductions

What drives the business case for E-trucks?  Please rate the 
importance of each of the following considerations.  

Unimportant Slightly 
Important  

Important Very 
Important 

Critical  

Figure 7:  Fleet and Industry Survey Responses – Relative Importance of Business Case Factors  
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The cost of infrastructure installation is also a key element of the business case and is higher 
than anticipated for multi-vehicle fleets.  If there are too many costs upfront for infrastructure 
installation, it could deplete the payback potential as well (see further discussion in Section 
3.4).   
 
3.3.2. Common Performance and Cost Data for Batteries and Components 
 
In terms of battery performance data, most surveyed fleets expect the battery pack to last the 
life of the vehicle (10 years).   But there is concern in some cases that there may be one or even 
two replacements required (even though there have been few or no hybrid battery 
replacements to date).  Manufacturers signaled their confidence that the batteries could 
provide at least 80% of their energy for 10 years of life, but noted that each truck application is 
very different.   For example, a beverage delivery truck may need less battery power because it 
goes out full and returns to base empty, while a package delivery truck may require more 
power since it goes out full, can come back full, and has a 100 mile delivery route.  Battery 
suppliers indicated that they need better use profiles from fleets and real world field data to 
analyze the draw rates and to consider extending warranties.   In an effort to facilitate this 
process, industry members of the Task Force were surveyed about (1) projected battery life  
based on three general use profiles that seem to represent some of the best earliest 
applications for E-trucks, and (2) projected battery cost through 2025 (average results of the 
survey are presented in Figure 8 below). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8:  Expected battery pack life in common use profiles, and expected future pack costs  

Average Battery Life:  
(Based on 3 standard use profiles for E-trucks): 

1.   70 mile/day fixed route suburban delivery vehicle: 

 8 years 
2.   80% daily battery discharge work site vehicle (e.g., utility truck): 

 8-10 years 
3.    20 mile/day urban driving vehicle: 

 10 years  

 
Average Battery Cost over time:  
(Installed pack per kwh):  

1. 2015: 

 $500 - $600/kWh  
2. 2020: 

 $450/kWh  
3. 2025:    

 $300/kWh 
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CALSTART believes this data on expected battery life by application is powerful and can be of 
immense importance in two ways.  First, it can assist fleets to develop realistic expectations 
regarding battery survival based on how closely they match the standard use profiles described.  
Second, these standard profiles can assist battery manufacturers to better customize their 
products, develop confidence so that they can offer more attractive warranties, and give 
guidance to customers on expectations. The E-TTF will likely try to further refine and possibly 
add to these first three profiles. 
 
Additionally, battery manufacturers counseled that even at the end of these battery lifetime 
periods, their data shows that the batteries are unlikely to “fail” or stop working.  Rather, they 
simply will have lost some percentage of their capacity and therefore will lack full range or 
utility.  Batteries at the end of their life periods above will still likely maintain 80 percent of 
their initial capacity and can be used in slightly less demanding routes or applications.  
 
It is important to note that there are many assumptions that need to be made before coming to 
any final conclusions about battery life, particularly with regard to cooling strategies and 
thermal management.   As the marketplace becomes more sophisticated, fleets are beginning 
to understand that they need a good battery management system (BMS) and a good cooling 
strategy to extend the life of the battery.  Temperature is one of the critical battery life 
determiners.  It would be helpful to fleets to identify a “temperature sweet spot” for extending 
battery life, after which thermal management needs to be more proactive.  The challenge for 
manufacturers is to balance the overall cost of vehicle versus the longevity of batteries.   
 
3.3.3 E-TTF Business Case Calculator 

Based on the findings of the Task Force regarding the key factors in the E-truck business case, 
the life of batteries, the cost of infrastructure and other issues, it was determined that an 
independent method to evaluate business case was needed by fleets.  Therefore, one of the 
primary tasks of the E-TTF was to develop a tool for fleets to analyze the business case of E-
trucks based on their specific applications.  To that end, the following “E-truck Business Case 
Calculator” illustrates the number of years it takes to recoup the initial purchase investment 
through various operational savings and assumptions about the availability of government 
subsidies, fuel prices, and vehicle usage (see Figure 9 below).  The calculator allows the user to 
analyze the business case of replacing conventional diesel (or gasoline) trucks with battery 
electric trucks.  It is an interactive Excel spreadsheet designed to be a transparent and easy-to-
use business decision making tool.    
 
The calculator includes a comprehensive list of vehicle and infrastructure inputs that can be 
modified with fleet specific numbers, ultimately allowing a fleet manager to have a realistic 
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economic assessment of battery electric trucks.  It is also designed to compute sensitivity 
analyses on key inputs such as vehicle daily range, diesel fuel prices or electric vehicle purchase 
incentive. The calculator provides a range of economic analysis indicators such as simple 
payback period.   It also goes a step further and provides the Net Present Value, which gives a 
simple measure of profit or earnings from the investment, considering the time-value of 
money, as well as Internal Rate of Return, a percentage figure that describes the yield or return 
on an investment over a multiyear period. 
 
The calculator includes several assumptions to keep its design relatively simple: 
 

 The user has the possibility to include demand charges in the calculation. When they are 
included, we assume a “worst-case scenario” where the power demand from the 
electric vehicles is added to the maximum power demand of the fleet facility. 
 

 The infrastructure installation costs include smart meters and electric vehicle supply 
equipment (EVSE) and are calculated for 1 vehicle. 

 

 The electrical service upgrade costs include an electrical panel upgrade, installation of 
new conduits and trenching if necessary. These costs are calculated by increments of 
power: for each 33 kW power increments over 33 kW (representing 5 electric trucks at 
6.6 kW maximum charge), we add 1 electrical service upgrade cost. 

 

 The electric vehicle incentives (state and federal) are for 1 vehicle, while the electric 
vehicle infrastructure incentive is a 1 time incentive, regardless of the fleet size. 

 

 The load management software is calculated for the fleet, i.e., 1 software package per 
fleet. 

 

 We included optional contingency costs to represent the current uncertainties of 
electric truck availability and reliability, and the need to have conventional replacement 
vehicles. Contingency costs apply over 10 vehicles. 

 

 Battery replacement costs can be included if the user believes batteries will reach end of 
life before the vehicle end of life. There is guidance on what life to expect based on use 
profile. 

 

 End of life costs can be set to a positive value to represent battery resale value or a 
negative value to represent recycling costs. 
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Several of the municipal fleet managers in the Task Force mentioned that they had been 
mandated to purchase vehicles that reduce emissions, thereby rendering the breakeven point 
much less critical than the upfront costs. In fact, most of these government managers are not 
calculating the breakeven point; rather, they are relying on manufacturer data to calculate an 
operating cost for budgeting purposes.   The E-TTF Business Case Calculator attempts to 
incorporate early fleet data and performance feedback, in addition to manufacturer data, to 
ideally present a more representative snapshot of the E-truck business case that does not 
overpromise results.   
 

 

 

 

Figure 9:  E-TTF Business Case Calculator 
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E-TTF Recommendations:    Performance Data / Business Case 

1. Create and circulate draft GENERAL business case calculator/guide  

 

2. Create a clearinghouse for fleet in-use data sharing on E-trucks 

 

3. Create joint info/data documents and tools highlighting best use profiles and agree to use 

across E-truck industry 

Valid fleet concerns about the business case for E-trucks could be addressed by disseminating 
this calculator to interested fleets and by creating an additional tool that provides fleets with 
clear guidance on vehicle use and placement to get the best payback.   This guide could steer 
fleets to these best-use profiles and could also incorporate a clearinghouse for in-use data on E-
trucks that is shared across the industry. 

 

3.4. Infrastructure Needs 

 Infrastructure cost and planning complications are a surprise to fleets and are  
important next tier issues needing resolution 

Another primary goal of the E-TTF is to help E-truck fleets understand their options, trade-offs, 
and costs when setting up EV charging infrastructure.  Infrastructure was identified by fleets as 
one of their biggest surprises and is a critical emerging issue just behind vehicle cost and 
reliability.    
 
It is essential to note that there is not a great deal of standardization yet with regard to upfront 
costs of EV infrastructure for medium and heavy duty trucks.   Thus, to develop some guidance 
while creating the infrastructure template, the CALSTART team asked the E-TTF fleet members 
the following questions in an online survey: 
 

1. What numbers are you seeing as the average cost of EVSE installation, with and without 
breaking concrete to run new conduits?   

2. What level of EVSE do you anticipate installing?  (Level 1, 2, DC Fast Charging (Level 3) 
3. How often do you anticipate replacing batteries over the life of the vehicle?   
4. What is your expectation for speed of recharging? (need 8 hour full charge; need 3 hour 

full charge; etc.) 
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Dual Use:  Workplace Charging 

Some fleets involved in the E-TTF are 

exploring novel ways to get double 

duty out of their infrastructure 

investments, while at the same time 

encouraging and supporting 

employees who are making a shift to 

plug-in vehicles.  These companies 

are testing placement of their 

charging equipment in employee 

parking lots to be used during the day 

by employee vehicles, while using the 

EVSE at night for fleet vehicle 

charging.  This can support both 

corporate sustainability goals as well 

as provide direct benefits by reducing 

carbon and criteria emissions from 

commuting vehicles (an emerging 

issue for some California operations). 

5. How often do you expect to recharge your vehicles? (every week; every day; twice a 
day)? 

6. Where do your vehicles normally park?  Are they already close to electricity?  Will you 
need to bring power to vehicles or take vehicles to power? 
 

The survey showed that the most common EVSE (Electric 
Vehicle Supply Equipment) installation among the few 
fleets who responded is Level 2, with some limited 
consideration of fast charging at a range from 25-50 
Amps.   The average cost of EVSE installation was $3,300 
per 1 charge site (range: $1500 – 8,000; $10,000 
w/conduit installation).  However, several fleets reflected 
that this single number was likely too low, as this does not 
include costs to upgrade service or bring more power to a 
facility as needed (which can be substantial for tens of 
trucks).  One survey respondent noted that with a large 
fleet of 300 trucks, the infrastructure upgrade could cost 
more than $1 million.  This would include the cost of 
running conduit, the cost of the EVSE, and the cost of 
upgrading the electrical service to accommodate the 
vehicles.  For example, one large fleet is planning a 
separate 2500 amp service just for 50 trucks, which 
requires a new 480 Volt service to their site that is then 
stepped back down to 220 at the chargers.  It was noted 
that any service over 2500 amp range will increase capital 
costs significantly.  Additionally, most surveyed fleets 
recharged only once a day and usually overnight for 8 
hours.  One fleet is looking at load management software 
to optimize recharging time since some trucks won’t need a full charge.   

3.4.1. E-TTF Infrastructure Planning Guidelines for E-truck Fleets6 

The cost of establishing EV charging infrastructure in fleet facilities can be extremely surprising 
to fleets due to the many variables that are often overlooked.  At the outset, fleet managers 
must be realistic yet foresighted when determining the number of EVSE to install.  Estimates 
                                                           
6
 The E-TTF Infrastructure Planning Guidelines for E-Truck Fleets is modeled in part on information found in the 

following documents: (1) “Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Deployment Guidelines for the Oregon I-5 Metro 
Areas of Portland, Salem, Corvallis and Eugene” by Electric Transportation Engineering Corporation, April 2010; (2) 
Sonoma County EV Installation Guidelines, July 2011; and (3) “Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Installation Guide,” 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, March 1999.   
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should include the number of fleet vehicles to be added over the next three to five years, with 
special attention to the availability of state and federal incentives.  The fleet manager should  
also consider planned flexibility that allows the site to grow with developing technologies or 
changes in charging requirements.  Managers should also consider installing extra circuits and 
additional electrical capacity during initial construction to minimize overall costs. 
 
How a fleet uses its vehicles will determine the appropriate charging method between Level 1, 
Level 2, or fast charging. Vehicles requiring expanded range may require a fast mid-day charge;  
however, fast charging will likely raise equipment and electricity costs. In addition, some EV 
manufacturers may void the vehicle’s warranty if the owner uses anything above Level 2.  
 
In some cases, and especially with larger fleets, the electrical service at the facility will need to 
be upgraded which can be very costly.  The fleet manager should contact the utility to 
determine if an upgrade is necessary of if existing equipment can provide the service.  If an 
upgrade is required, the fleet manager should add sufficient capacity to meet the site's EV 
charging needs for several years.  
 
It is especially important to note that the additional electrical demand for each EV charging 
during peak-demand periods may move a fleet into a higher rate category.   No utilities in 
California have commercial EV-specific rates, but most do have commercial Time Of Use (TOU) 
rates which are beneficial to charging EV’s when a significant portion of the refueling can be 
done off peak.  Demand charges are determined by a customer’s peak in a given month vs. its 
peak throughout the entire year.  To avoid these significant charges, managers should consider 
charging EV’s when it can be done off-peak and below the normal operating load.  To get the 
most value and use out of the system, it makes economic sense to make charging stations 
available to the public or employees during the day and use them for charging fleet vehicles at 
night, off-peak.   
 
In sum, fleets need an easy-to-follow tool that provides clear guidance on infrastructure 
planning and operation to reduce their current and future costs.  The following E-TTF 
Infrastructure Planning Guidelines begins that task (see Figure 10 below).  The deployment 
planning template is based on the size of the fleet:  Small fleets - 1 to 5 trucks; Medium fleets – 
5 to 10 trucks; and Large Fleets - over 10 trucks.   The template walks through the following 
general considerations: 
 
• Power requirements  
• Cost estimates – both for installation and ongoing operation 
• Siting considerations 
• Availability of government subsidies 
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E-TTF Recommendations:    Infrastructure Needs 

1. Create and circulate GENERAL infrastructure planning guide 
 

2. Work to create a commercial EV charging rate 
 

3. Eliminate or reduce demand charge for commercial EV charging (if timed to protect the grid) 
 

4. Provide incentives to offset infrastructure together with vehicle incentives (ideally provided via 

voucher or similar structure) 

 
Additional efforts of the E-TTF could include working towards a commercial EV charging rate 
that offers more than the non-residential, separately metered TOU rate options that some 
utilities currently provide for electric vehicle charging. 
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Figure 10:  E-TTF Infrastructure Planning Guidelines for E-Truck Fleets 
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1.  Determine recharging site(s) at your facility 

 Closer to existing electric utility equipment is cheaper, adding new circuits and conduit can 

increase capital costs significantly 

o 40A branch circuit:   $10-$11/linear ft 

o 200A feeder circuit:   $17 – 28/linear ft 

o Concrete patch:   $14 - $15/square ft 

o Asphalt patch:   $10-$11/square ft 

 Review traffic, pedestrian flow, parking requirements, and ADA compliance issues 

 Determine additional retrofit needs, including landscaping 

 It is strongly advised to install extra conduit to allow for future expansion during your initial 

installation – this will save future trenching costs 

2. Estimate the electrical load at site(s) 

 Determine whether to use Level 1 or 2 charging (for E-trucks, Level 2 will be your most likely 

choice because of the larger battery pack size) 

o Each E-truck using level 2 EVSE can add up to 19.2 kw of load (average closer to 12 

kw for a 240V 50 A EVSE circuit) 

 Obtain charger requirements from vehicle and charger suppliers 

 Determine the appropriate number of EVSE units 

o Fleets that charge overnight will likely need one EVSE per vehicle – installing rapid 

chargers will reduce hardware needs but could increase electricity costs - Consider 

purchasing a Load Management System that automatically sequences multiple EVSE 

or chargers without human intervention (It is estimated that costs for a complete 

system could range from $5,000 to $13,000 depending on the number and charge.) 

o Estimates should include the number of fleet vehicles to be added over the next 

three to five years, with special attention to the availability of federal and state 

incentives and changing technologies. 

4.  Contact EVSE suppliers 

 Confirm charging needs, types, and costs 

o Level 2 EVSE is most common – average install cost $3,300 without trenching or 

service upgrades 

 Identify any other special considerations for the specific equipment 

5.  Contact Utility 

 Assess existing electricity supply  - is it adequate? 

 If no, determine necessary electrical service upgrades 

o Consider installing extra circuits and additional electrical capacity during initial 

upgrade to minimize future costs 

o Sub-panel upgrade (200A, 120/240 VAC single phase):  ~$1,900.00 

 Review metering requirements and elective options 

 Detailed Infrastructure Planning Checklist for E-Truck Fleets  
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o TOU meter, demand response meter (can add costs) 

 Determine the impacts of rates on choosing charging times and frequencies  

7. Contact pertinent permitting agencies and obtain all pertinent building and use permits. 

 Identify special local fire, construction, environmental, or building requirements 

 Obtain all applications 

 Determine additional permitting costs 

 Determine site plan requirements 

8.  Hire the prime contractor and verify contractor subcontractor credentials. 

 
 

4.   Next Steps 
 

The E-TTF process has produced several important take-aways about the current status of E-
trucks in the marketplace, has identified key findings on the barriers impacting market growth, 
and has developed recommendations for actions needed to address those barriers.  These 
recommendations will shape the work of the next phase of the E-TTF.   
 
However, before outlining those next steps, it is important to review some key take-aways and 
observations: 
 

 E-trucks can produce a viable pay-back today even with high purchase price and 
infrastructure installation if vehicles are placed in the appropriate early applications and 
duty-cycles; 

 However, that business case today is highly dependent on correct vehicle use and 
deployment of the vehicles, and relies on high utilization (five or more days a week of 
use) and high daily mileage/energy use, because the biggest pay back comes from off-
setting the maximum amount of petroleum; 

 To spur and support this early market, incentives are required to off-set as much of the 
high incremental cost as possible, with an incentive of at least 50 percent of incremental 
cost; 

 Given the most common ways (use profiles) in which E-trucks are used in the early 
market, the E-TTF found that battery packs should last 8-10 years, or basically the life of 
most vehicles; 

 Battery manufacturers/vehicle makers should recognize this and reduce purchase risk 

by extending battery warranties and/or offering battery lease options; 

 Infrastructure is under-appreciated as a potential barrier for E-trucks and is a different 

challenge than for passenger electric cars; 
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 Commercial E-truck deployments will involve multiple vehicles staged per fleet site and 
fleets therefore need to plan for multiple EVSE installations, sufficient facility power for 
large battery pack vehicles, arrange for time-of-use discounts and understand potential 
costs and impacts of exceeding their facility electrical demand load. 

 However, given their large battery pack size and central charging locations, commercial 
E-trucks also provide a highly manageable roll-out platform for plug-in vehicles, and 
show the best early potential for providing vehicle-to-grid (V2G) or vehicle-to-facility 
benefits as these capabilities become better defined.  

 
These take-aways provide a sense of the status of the industry and should give guidance to 
policy makers on the unique differences between plug-in passenger cars and commercial E-
trucks and buses.  They cannot be treated the same when infrastructure and incentive decisions 
are being made.  However, they also highlight some areas of real opportunity to justify 
stepped-up public and private investments. 
 
Beyond these observations, the E-TTF developed data and made recommendations in the four 
critical areas needed to move E-trucks forward in the market: Minimizing Costs; Improving 
Vehicle Quality and Support; Providing Better Performance/Business Case Information; 
Providing Information on Charging Infrastructure.  Thirteen initial actions were recommended 
across these four areas to address the barriers identified.   These recommendations now define 
the core of the next steps the E-TTF will pursue.  The following action plan outlines these steps 
to further the success of E-truck production and deployment. 
 
First, E-TTF will work with fleets and industry to prioritize and as needed refine the top 
recommendations identified here.  This will take the form of teleconference and face-to-face 
meetings, followed by joint activities – in the form of work groups, position papers, policy 
activities and the like – required to drive needed actions.  For instance, joint work on incentives 
is likely one of the highest priority items, both for vehicle and infrastructure deployment.  
Encouraging continued targeted research and development funding will also be a top item.  
Similarly, training on business case and further refinement of the E-truck Business Case 
Calculator, together with distribution of the Infrastructure Planning Guide, are also high priority 
issues.    

Second, the E-TTF, consisting of the original task force and new participants encouraged to take 
part, will lay out an action plan for implementing the top prioritized recommendations.  These 
will take the form of discrete steps over time, with a focus on the next year, to achieve results 
on these top items.  This plan will be iterative and enhanced as needed.  It will rely on industry 
and fleet buy-in and support to succeed. 
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Third, CALSTART and the E-TTF will provide briefings to policy makers, decision leaders and 
other stakeholders on the findings and key issues to be addressed to raise the profile of E-
trucks and direct focus on the key issues of need, particularly the priority items.  These briefings 
have already begun.  Some briefings will be performed by other groups focused on incentives or 
other specific topics, such as the Hybrid, Electric and Advanced Truck Action Group (HTAG). 

Finally, the E-TTF is a key activity of HTUF, the Hybrid, Electric & Advanced Truck Users Forum, 
and will inform and guide the activities and work plan of this national program.   HTUF can 
serve as a good platform to take on some of the technical items identified and raise their 
visibility as well as potentially develop demonstration or other efforts to address them (such as 
battery leasing).   

E-TTF activities and progress will be tracked at its web site (http://www.calstart.org/Projects/E-
Truck-Project.aspx), at Task Force meetings and at yearly reports during the HTUF National 
Conference (the 2012 HTUF National Conference will take place September 17-20, 2012 in 
Charlotte, NC). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://www.calstart.org/Projects/E-Truck-Project.aspx
http://www.calstart.org/Projects/E-Truck-Project.aspx
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5. Appendix 
 

5.1 Task Force Members 
 
Individuals from the following companies served on the E-truck Task Force.   The companies are listed 
for information purposes only and it does not necessarily imply agreement on all points of this study by 
the companies listed.  

 
5.1.1 Fleet Members 
 

AEP 
    

Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc. 
 Alabama Power/Southern Company 

 
Kansas City Power & Light 

  Aramark Uniform Service 
  

MAYOR LOGISTICS INC 
  Belco 

    
NAVFAC Pacific 

   Burbank Water and Power  
  

Ohio State University  
  City of Chicago 

   
Oncor Electric Delivery 

  City of Ventura Fleet Services 
  

Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
 Coca-Cola Refreshments 

  
Purolator Inc 

   Colorado Springs Utilities 
  

Safeway, Inc 
   County of Los Angeles 

  
SCE 

    DHL Express 
   

ServiceMaster 
   Fairfax County Dept. of Vehicle Services 

 
Staples 

    Fleet Management 
   

Sysco 
    Fleet Services Division City of Minneapolis 

 
UPS 

    Georgia Power co 
   

US Army - TARDEC - NAC 
  

     
USEPA 

    
 

      

 
5.1.2. Industry Members 
 
A123 Systems 

   
Learium Development Technologies 

  AIC 
    

LightSpeed Environmental, Inc. 
   Allison Transmission 

   
Long Island Power authority 

   Altairnano 
   

Mahle Powertrain 
    ALTe Powertrain Technologies 

  
Manitoba Infrastructure & transportation 

  Altec Industries, Inc. 
   

Maritime Applied Physics Corp 
   Amphenol 

   
MHC 

     Arens Controls 
   

MJ Bradley & Associates 
   Argonne National Laboratory 

  
Motiv Power Systems 

   Arieli Associates 
   

Navistar 
     Automotive Technology Group 

  
NJ Clean Cities Coalition 
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A-Z Bus Sales, Inc 
   

North American Council for Freight Efficiency 
 Azure Dynamics 

   
NYCDOT 

     Ballard/TransPower 
   

OCTA 
     Bay Area Air Quality Management District 

 
Odyne 

     Capacity 
    

Posi-Plus Technologies 
   Cascade Sierra Solutions 

  
Prestolite Electric, Inc. 

   Charlotte Truck Center 
  

Proterra Inc 
    Clean Air Now 

   
Quantum Technologies 

   Cruise Car, Inc. 
   

R. L. Polk & Co. 
    Daimler Trucks 

   
Remy Inc. 

     Dow Kokam 
   

Robert Bosch LLC 
    E. Power Systems 

   
SCAQMD 

     East Bay Ford Truck Sales, Inc 
  

Seeo, Inc. 
     Edison Electric Institute 

  
Smith Electric Vehicles 

   EDN Group 
   

South Shore Clean Cities 
   EIG America, Inc. 

   
Sturman Industries 

    Electric Vehicles International 
  

U.S. EPA 
     EnergySense 

   
Unicell Limited 

    Enova Systems 
   

University of Northwestern Ohio 
  ENTRaB services 

   
US Hybrid Corporation 

   EV World & Associates, LLC 
  

USEPA, Region 9 
    EVA  American Electric Vehicles 

  
UTILITYCRANE AND EQUIPMENT 

  FIAMM Sonick 
   

Vanner Inc 
    Foothil Transit 

   
Vision Motor Corp 

    Freightliner Custom Chassis 
  

Volvo Technology 
    Freightliner of Buffalo 

  
Washington Dept. of Ecology 

   Gas Technology Institute 
  

Western Washington University 
   Great American Rideshare Service 

 
Wisconsin Clean Transportation Program 

  Index Sensors & Controls 
  

ZAP Electric Vehicles 
    International Rectifier 

  
ZeroTruck Corp 

    Interstate Truck Center 
       KersTech 

    
 

     

5.2 Fleet and Industry Survey Text and Survey Results  
 
(Answers have not been provided to questions with open-ended responses below.) 
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